MISSOURI WINS FOUR TO THREE

VISITORS EARN THEIR SCORE

Score Tied at Eighth inning - Big Crow Watches First Game of Season.

In the first college game of the season the Missouri Tigers yesterday won from Iowa by a score of four to three. The game was fast and interesting being closely contested at all points. The Old Gold representatives played superb up to the critical point and then fell down, rather badly. There was a tight hit bunting and the variety of hits on both sides were of the Texas League variety. The game was a pitcher's bat all the way along between Kent for Iowa and Cusps for the visitors. Both chalked the same support especially at critical times.

The stand yesterday showed the first real college crowd to be in the stands well filled. The band was out and added their strains to the cheering. It was disappointing to the big fans to see the game going after it seemed to be coming our way but the Missouri men played the game and deserved to win.

The game was a tie up to the eighth inning when Missouri answered two to one by Iowa started the scoring in the second inning when "Chuck" Kirk clouted a two-run bumber into center field and Mark Jones brought him in with a pretty single. Missouri brought in two tallies in the fourth inning on two hits and a passed ball by Kirk. Kirk equalized the game in the fifth inning with a single for the Missouri scoring. In the sixth inning it began to look bad for Iowa as Tiger filled the bases before a man was put out. An error by the first must down he was advanced to second by a beautiful bunt from the last man in the order to make a pair. Another error filled the bases. At this point Mauy tightened up and struck out three batters in succession. And then the band played.

In the eighth the Tigers scored their winning run. The first hitter batted over a pretty single that went through Johnson and gave the runner an extra bag. A sacrifice hit that came to the left field was then followed by a bunt single. At this point the game was turned over to left hand pitcher Perry, who was covering first base. In his three innings the credit went straight to the mound as the Missouri men played a double play.

Missouri will take part in the program.

GIRL GYMNASTS WILL TAKE PART IN THE PROGRAM

WASHINGTON, D. C. - Dr. W. H. W. Martin, state auditor, will conduct a roll call and name the state comptroller, state treasurer, state treasurer and state auditor.

Missouri is one of the six states represented at the meeting.

The Missouri delegation is reported to be in fine condition and ready to give the Missouri boys a fine showing.

MILITARY AND GYMNASTIC EXHIBIT

PUBLIC SPEAKING STUDENTS WILL ENTER

in the Auditorium.

A dramatic recital will be given in the L. A. auditorium this evening at 8 o'clock by pupils of Miss J. M. Joyce of the Public Speaking department. The program is one that presents all phases of dramatic artistry - the imaginative, the intellectual, and the pathetic. The numbers are as follows:


Political Science Club.

The last meeting of the Political Science Club for the present year was held Monday evening at the house of Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Rich with Clarence W. Wayne Kennedy in charge of the evening. A number of the members were present and a discussion was carried on by the members of the society.

The visitors had a chance to enjoy the music and the company and were given a chance to see the fine old house and the lovely garden.

Program:

11:20 to 12:00 - President's greetings.
12:00 to 1:00 - Robert A. Young, chairman of the department of Political Science.
1:00 to 1:30 - Professor J. C. Smith, chairman of the department of Economics.
1:30 to 2:00 - Professor J. F. Brown, chairman of the department of History.
2:00 to 2:30 - Professor J. M. Joyce, chairman of the department of Philosophy.
2:30 to 3:00 - President's closing address.
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A man ran an ad in a New York Sunday paper stating that upon receipt of one dollar he would send in a mail envelope a receipt for seeing game bills. A merchant who sent a dollar received a slip of paper upon which was printed: "Thanks, 'tain' in a very new look."

There is a familiar name that you should not only paste in your scrap book but every man should see that it is pasted in his hat and that "A Coast & Coast" that name in a hat or on any kind of a piece of merchandise means good stuff and your money back if you want it. By law believe that if a merchant advertise the sober, plain truth it will hold customers stronger than all the "hot air" good that ever happened, that is one of the nice things about such clothing as we have the qualities; in good on the make and fit as perfect that they need no "out game" to make them sell. And right here let me tell you that the new spring suits are in and authority them all. Suits as good and the make and fit so perfect clothing as you that the new spring suits are in and authority them all. "Customer satisfaction.

The program of the Medical Meeting next week is given in full below. The features will be open to the medical faculty, a portrait of the late Dr. Strode. This portrait has "un been finished and is the work of Professor Schirger, who executed the portrait of Doctor Curtiss. The painting will be hung in the hospital.

PROGRAM

Tuesday, April 19, 1909
3 p.m. Opening meeting by the amphitheatre, Medical Laboratory building. Address of welcome, Dr. J. G. Guthrie, Dean. College of Medicine. Response, Dr. C. J. Saunders, P. T. Dodge, President Medical Alumni Asso.

PROGRAM

Wednesday, April 20, 1909
8:00 a.m. General University Assembly. Liberal Arts Audition.
10:15 a.m. amphitheatre Medical Laboratory building. Relation of Physical Chemistry to Medicine, Dr. E. R. Rockwood.
Optical Technique. Dr. Henry Albert. Recent studies in digestion. Dr. John W. Mcleod.

UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL
1:30 p.m. Clinic in Gynecology, Dr. J. R. Guthrie.
3:00 p.m. Clinic in Nervous Diseases, Dr. Joseph M. Allen, Omaha, Neb., Professor of Nervous Diseases University of Nebraska.
Clinic in Internal Medicine, Dr. W. L. Bunting.

LIBERAL ARTS AUDITORIUM
8 o'clock
Presentation of portrait painting of Dr. John Clinton Strader, on behalf of the medical faculty. Dr. J. R. Guthrie. Acceptance of the University, President Geo. E. MacLean. Address, The Modern view of Tuberculosis and the role of sanatoriums with lantern slide demonstrations, Dr. Maynard P. Raven, Philadelphia. Assistant director of the Henry Phillips Institute for Tuberculosis.

WILL REMOVED
A dig in the Fort Des Moines street April 26th. Second hand clothing and shoes bought and sold. Good price paid. Work first men. Men in all suits, pay. Lady's half suits, age: Rubber heels, etc.

CEDAR FALLS CLAIM HONORS

In High School Debate Secretary's Award The Champions of the State.
The high school debaters of Cedar Falls are now putting forth the claim that they are the champions of the state in the contest that has just ended. They have their claim on the fact that they have unanimously won on both the negative and affirmative sides of the question, and on the failure of Iowa City and P. D. Dodge to come to the final contest. They say that both schools forfeited thereby the claim to the championship and "the peculiar conditions give fairer to the one team to the state that fulfilled the contest to the letter and was on both sides of the question." It is not at all probable that the governing council will contest the claim of the Cedar Falls boys.

Professor John S. Nollen, L. A. '98, who has been head of the German Department in the University of Indiana, has "un" been elected president of Lake Forest University.

THE PROGRAM IS IN FULL.

Medical Meeting. Will Occur Two Days—Papers, addresses, Clinics, and Banquet.

Average men are as colorless as average clothes. College men are outside the averages—their boys HAVE to be—Collegiate. Clothes ARE; just a bit more than to "fit," a bit more than "style"—and the precisely right amount of fit. Though exclusive their clothes aren't enough to EXCLUDE you from wearing. For the young man and the "like-to-be-young."

I buy Second Hand Clothing and Shoes, and pay the highest price in the market.
Call on me, 206 S. Dubuque St. Phone 1728.
M. Lutke.
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CATCHERS MITT
The arrangement of padding and dyes below the ball in a catcher's mitt are such that no ball can get behind. A catcher's mitt is the only one that will catch and hold the ball. The majority of High School Coaches and about the majority of the great League Coaches have a Reach Mitt.

SUPPLE'S Clothing Store

Clothes for College Men

We combine quality, price, style, and fit. Think of that combination before you buy
Spring Suits, Rain Coats, Walking Frocks, Dress Suits, Tuxedos, Neckwear and everything in gent's furnishings.

Graduate School of Harvard University

The following professional workers in Medecine have been awarded the degree of Doctor of Medicine:

Law School

A three year course leads to the Degree of Bachelor of Laws. Each semester all classes meet and provide for that systematic study of the fundamental principles of the law.

Medical School

A four year course leads to the Degree of Bachelor of Medicine. The course offers postgraduate courses for those who have completed the standard course and wish to complete the advanced requirements necessary to the degree.

Graduate School of Arts and Sciences

Interdisciplinary studies are offered leading to the Degree of Master of Arts or Master of Science. The program is designed for the student who wishes to prepare for advanced study in a field other than the traditional course.

Graduate School of Applied Science

Graduate students are selected from those who have completed the standard degree requirements and who have shown themselves capable of advanced study in a field outside the traditional course.